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Writing on Crete, the fourth and last book of the Freewheeling series, opens on Emery, having
departed Spain alone, making his way to Grez-sur-Loing, France, where he learns the George
Sand Bookshop proprietor Walt Lowen has something he wants his vagabond friend to do for
him. It involves Emery’s traveling to Crete on Lowen’s behalf and, at his expense, writing
back to him up close about certain vague, intriguing things apparently going on there, in which
Lowen, even from his distance, has somehow got himself entangled. “Old Lowen got Emery a
flight out of Paris on a 1-300 B4 plane seating 315 people. The plane was soon twelve meters
up, flying 870 kilometers an hour, passing over the snow covered Austrian Alps, next flying
over Yugoslavia, then Albania, and on to Athens where luminous, delicious oranges were
being sold on bleak, ashen streets. The grim city was surrounded on three sides by rough
mountains – Mount Parnitha, Mount Penteli, and Mount Hymettos. At the core of the congested
city was Plaka. In Plaka there were cheap flop houses with communal bedding for half a dollar,
where local wines cost seven cents a glass. “In the morning, Emery took a bus to Piraeus on
the Saronic Gulf, hidden by clouds. He enjoyed early morning coffee at a harbor front cafe.
Black-haired, brown-eyed sailors in green uniforms stood idly about. Emery had evening
tickets for Heraklion, and so had time to kill. He'd be on the ferry traveling overnight to
Heraklion. He walked to the town center. He ate bread and Feta cheese. It was very cloudy,
very chilly. Back at the docks in the evening, he boarded the ferry, the Knossos.
A fascinating, unprecedented first-hand look at the soldiers on the front lines on the Global War
on Terror. Plunging deep into midst of some of the hottest conflicts on the globe, Robert D.
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Kaplan takes us through mud and jungle, desert and dirt to the men and women on the ground
who are leading the charge against threats to American security. These soldiers, fighting in
thick Colombian jungles or on dusty Afghani plains, are the forefront of the new American
foreign policy, a policy being implemented one soldier at a time. As Kaplan brings us inside
their thoughts, feelings, and operations, these modern grunts provide insight and
understanding into the War on Terror, bringing the war, which sometimes seems so distant,
vividly to life.
World Religions This revolutionary book discusses the multitude of often contradictory religions
developed by man. Key features of the book include: —Man’s physical evolution briefly
discussed —Religious evolution: from animism to theism —Historical and current religions of the
world: 1) Africa and Oceania 2) The Americas and West Indies 3) Europe and Northern Asia.
4) The Middle East 5) India 6) China and Japan —Many new religions and sects: (a) In the
period 1500–1900 (b) Since 1900 —Alternative ‘credos’ are discussed: (a) Quasi-religions
movements (b) Philosophical beliefs (c) Scientific beliefs (d) Political beliefs —How religions are
created and spread —Key issues: 1) Proliferation of new religions and sects 2) Religious
persecution and conflict 3) Religious corruption and terrorism —Mohronism: a new religion
based on Mohr’s ten laws and including Murphy’s law —Recommendations, including: (a)
Mohr’s contact theory (b) Mere exposure research Industry and reader comment has included
the following: “Some provocative and timely issues” “A prophetic warning” “A huge topic” “It
could outsell the Bible”’ G. A. Mohr did his PhD in Cambridge, where his father helped split
the atom. Geoff Mohr published papers and books on subjects ranging from engineering to
corrosion and cancer. His books A Microcomputer Introduction to the Finite Element Method, A
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Treatise on the Finite Element Method and Finite Elements for Solids, Fluids, and Optimization
established him as a world-leading scientist. His recent books include the following: The
Pretentious Persuaders The Variant Virus The Doomsday Calculation The War of the Sexes
Heart Disease, Cancer & Aging, 2nd edn. The History & Psychology of Human Conflict 2045: A
Small Town Survives Global Holocaust Elementary Thinking for the 21st Century The
legendary John Argyris called Geoff Mohr “The greatest scientist in Australia.” Edwin Fear is a
descendant of Anne Boleyn, whose husband founded the Church of England. He gained a
diploma of business science (DBS) majoring in marketing from IASC. He contributed to many
research papers and books and cowrote The Evolving Universe, Relativity, Redshift, and Life
From Space with G. A. Mohr and Richard Sinclair.
Tritiya-Prakriti: People of the Third Sex is a collection of years of research into a topic seldom
discussed or easily found within the Hindu/Vedic scriptural canon. Based entirely upon
authentic Sanskrit references and modern concurring facts, the book guides us through the
original Hindu concept of a "third sex" (defined as homosexuals, transgenders and the
intersexed), how such people were constructively incorporated into ancient Indian society, and
how foreign influences eventually eroded away that noble system. It discusses how this
concept can be practically applied in today's modern world, the importance of all-inclusiveness
in human society, and the spiritual principle of learning to transcend material designations
altogether. Tritiya-Prakriti: People of the Third Sex will be a valuable source of reference for
anyone interested in Hindu/LGBTI studies whether they are newcomers to the field or
seasoned veterans of Vedic knowledge. It offers a veritable treasure trove of fresh information
and ideas that will likely challenge the reader to rediscover and rethink Hinduism's traditional
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understanding and treatment of gay, lesbian, and other gender-variant people within its culture.
"The recognition of a third sex in ancient India and Hinduism is highly relevant in many ways.
Our own modern-day society has only recently begun to understand sexual orientation,
transgender identity, and intersex conditions, and our legal and social systems are just
beginning to catch up with and accommodate such people in a fair and realistic way . . . yet
ancient India had already addressed and previously resolved this issue many thousands of
years ago in the course of its own civilization's development. Indeed, there is much we can
learn from ancient India's knowledge regarding the recognition and accommodation of a 'third
sex' within society." -Amara Das Wilhelm "In India there is a system where such people (the
third sex) have their own society, and whenever there is some good occasion like marriage or
childbirth, they go there and pray to God that this child may be very long living." -A.C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada "Gay and lesbian people have always been a part of
society from Vedic times to our postmodern times. They should be accepted for what they are
in terms of their sexual orientation and encouraged like everyone else to pursue spiritual life."
-B.V. Tripurari Swami "Initially, I did not really allow myself to go deep in trying to understand
the third sex. I figured that this was necessary only for those who are insensitive, arrogant and
fundamentalist . . . who think that they are compassionate and tolerant while basically being
superficial and even condescending. It is quite amazing how most of us can be so prejudiced
about so many things and not even know it . . . .I thank you and several others for your
compassion and for your tolerance in making efforts to educate your Godfamily, so that we can
be more authentic servants of the servant." -H.H. Bhakti Tirtha Swami
Over two thousand archaeological features cut directly into the limestone bedrock, and an
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artefact assemblage of pottery, shell and stone led to reconstructions of fifty domestic
structures, thirty of which are houses, and interpretations of the spatial organization and
chronology of the site between ca. AD 800 and 1504. --

One warm rainy summer, Freya Dane, a PhD candidate in archaeology, arrives on the
ancient Scottish island of Findnar. Estranged as a child from her recently dead father,
himself an archaeologist, Freya yearns to understand more about the man, his work on
the island, and why he left her mother so many years ago. It seems Michael Dane
uncovered much of Findnar's Viking and Christian past through his search for an
elusive tomb, and Freya continues with his work. The discoveries she is destined to
make, far greater than her father's, will teach her the true meaning of love and of loss.
AD 800, and a wandering comet, an omen of evil, shines down on Findnar. The fears of
the locals are justified. In a Viking raid, Signy, a Pictish girl, loses her entire family.
Taken in by survivors of the island's Christian community, she falls in love with an
injured Viking youth left behind by the raiders and is cast out. Confused and bereft,
eventually she becomes a nun, a decision that will unleash tragedy as she is plunged
into the heart of a war between three religions. Forced to choose between her
ancestors' Animist beliefs, her adopted faith, and the man she loves, Signy will call out
to Freya across the centuries. Ancient wrongs must be laid to rest in the present and
the mystery at the heart of Findnar's violent past exposed.
Deep in the heart of North Yorkshire, at a place called Walkington Wold, there lies a
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rather unusual burial ground, an Anglo-Saxon execution cemetery. Twelve skeletons
were unearthed by archaeologists, ten without skulls, later examination of the skeletons
revealed that their owners were all subjected to judicial execution by decapitation, one
of which required several blows. Similar fates have befallen other wretched souls, the
undignified burial of suicides - in the Middle Ages, the most profound of sins - and the
desecration of their bodies, go largely unrecorded. While plague pits, vast cemeteries
where victims of the Black Death were tossed into the ground, their bodies festering
one on top of another, are only today betraying their secrets. Although unpalatable to
some, these burial grounds are an important part of our social heritage. They have
been fashioned as much by the people who founded and used them, as by the
buildings, gravestones and other features which they contain. They are records of
social change; the symbols engraved upon individual memorials convey a sense of
inherent belief systems, as they were constructed, adapted or abandoned depending
on people’s needs. Burying the Dead explores how these attitudes, practices and
beliefs about death have undergone continual change. By studying the development of
society’s funerary spaces, the author reveals how we continue to reinforce our
relationships with the dead, in a constant and ongoing effort to maintain a bond with
them.
Four-hundred-eighty beautifully illustrated pages, filled with fresh information and eyeopening explanations, will bring Tarot enthusiasts more knowledge and understanding
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than ever before. This illuminating guide begins by restoring the cards’ authentic order,
which opens up new philosophical possibilities in interpretation. The meanings of the
two blank cards traditionally added to every deck are revealed, and two of the Major
Arcana— Truth and Intuition—appear once again after centuries. These restorations
make the Tarot complete, and more clearly reveal its structure. Learn exactly what the
Tarot is; how it can serve as a path through life; the meaning of all the cards in the
Major and Minor Arcana; how to use the Tarot as a tool of divination, and more.
Omdat Vos het gezellig wil maken in zijn hol, gaat hij naar Kunstmuseum Den Haag. Hij
vindt er allerlei mooie schilderijen en andere kunstwerken. Maar dan wordt Berlage
wakker! Prentenboek over de architect Berlage (1856-1934), met kleurenillustraties
gebaseerd op zijn werk. Voorlezen vanaf ca. 5 t/m 8 jaar.
The relations between medieval East Anglia and countries across the North Sea
examined from a variety of perspectives.
Vols. for 1970-71 includes manufacturers' catalogs.
This basic source for identification of U.S. manufacturers is arranged by product in a large
multi-volume set. Includes: Products & services, Company profiles and Catalog file.
This volume provides Werner Pluhar's masterful rendering of Kant's major work on religion, an
illuminating Introduction by Stephen Palmquist, a selected bibliography, notes, glossary and a
detailed index.
Tourism in Palestine has been receiving an increasingly important profile given its economic
and religious importance and the significant role it plays in Israeli-Palestinian relations,
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representation of Palestinian statehood and identity, and wider Middle Eastern politics.
Nevertheless, Palestine, like much of the Middle East as a whole, remains extremely
underrepresented in tourism literature. This title aims to fill this void by being the first book
dedicated to exploring the significance of tourism in relationship to Palestine. The book
examines the role of tourism in Palestine at three main levels. First, it provides an overview of
destination management and marketing issues for the tourism industry in Palestine and
addresses not only the visitor markets and the economic significance of tourism but also the
realities of the difficulties of destination management, marketing and promotion of the
Palestinian state. Second, it provides a series chapters and case studies that interrogate not
only the various forms of tourism in Palestine but also its economic, social, environmental and
spiritual importance. This section also conveys a dimension to tourism in Palestine that is not
usually appreciated in the Western mainstream media. The third section indicates the way in
which tourism in Palestine highlights broader questions and debates in tourism studies and the
way in which travel in the region is framed in wider discourses. A significant dimension of the
book is the attention it gives to the different voices of stakeholders in Palestinian tourism at
varying levels of scale. This timely volume will offer the reader significant insight into the
challenges and issues of tourism in this area now and in the future. It will benefit those
interested in tourism, Middle East studies, politics, economics, development studies and
geography.
This is a 2-book combo, which has the following titles: Book 1: Scandinavians of the ancient
world had many gods and goddesses they worshipped. Are you curious about which ones they
revered so much? Well, in this guide, that’s exactly what you will learn. To start off, this brief
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guide will go over some a quick history of the Vikings. Then, you will discover more about
several deities that are worth mentioning, as well as some queer beliefs and false notions that
have been spread about the Norse. Book 2: Historical and mythological anecdotes are given in
this fascinating compilation of stories and facts. Some of the things you will read about or listen
to, concern the following: - The meaning of the word Viking. - How Vikings in Norway were, in
particular. - Stories about the creation of the Cosmos. - The famous tale of Ask and Embla. The War of Aesir-Vanir. - Thor’s hammer and its background story. - Asgard and its
significance in Norse mythology.
A literary feast for historical fiction lovers! From the internationally bestselling author of The
Dressmaker and The Island House comes a riveting, Gothic short story set in 1850s England
about a young woman whose innocence is suddenly lost when a shocking secret is revealed to
her. Available only as an ebook, The Last to Know comes with a charming Introduction, letting
readers in on the inspiration behind it and its links to Posie Graeme-Evans's previous novel
The Dressmaker. Also included are teasers of The Dressmaker and the author’s latest
historical novel, The Island House.
Freya 800 ADPegasus Elliot MacKenzie PublishersThe Ancient WorldFrom the Earliest Times
to 800 A.DThe Ancient World from the Earliest Times to 800 A.D. ...: Greece and the EastThe
Island HouseHachette UK
“This book will serve to inspire millions . . . and balance masculine and feminine for a more
healthy and rewarding existence on earth!”—Shelley Ackerman, astrologer and founder of
Karmic Relief Every woman could use some Goddess wisdom in her life. From scoring your
dream job to going after that hard-earned raise to finding the right guy and keeping the
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romance alive, the Divine Feminine is there to help you achieve the love, success, and
happiness that you deserve. Get ready to feel empowered: you are about to meet thirty-six of
the most revered spiritual heroines from faiths and traditions around the world. Use this book of
goddesses to call upon each one for support, guidance, and inspiration in all areas of your life.
Evoke their unique energies and strengths through rituals, meditations, gatherings, prayers,
blessings, and many more fun and creative activities. • Celebrate your true beauty with Hathor
• Unleash your dark and wild side with Lilith • Free yourself from unhealthy relationships with
Persephone • Take aim at your career goals with Artemis • Own and explore your sensuality
with Oshun The Goddess Pages, a unique and empowering book of goddesses, helps you
connect with the strength and beauty of the Goddess—and experience the divine within you.
During the 1930s, in the build up to the Second World War, the Nazis established a band of
specialists, the SS-Ahnenerbe, under the command of Heinrich Himmler and Hermann Wirth.
Their aim was nothing less than to prove the superiority of the Aryan race, and with it the
unique right of the German people to rule Europe. The occult figured as a key feature in many
of these increasingly desperate quack research efforts. Part science, part espionage, and part
fantasy. Archaeological expeditions were sent to Iceland, Tibet, Kafiristan, North Africa,
Russia, the Far East, Egypt, and even South America and the Arctic. The Nazi Ancestral
Heritage Societys chief administrator was Dr Wolfram Sievers, who cruelly conducted medical
experiments on prisoners in concentration camps, and was responsible for the looting of
historic artefacts considered Germanic for return to Germany. He rewarded those academics
that took part with high military office, whilst those academics who contradicted or criticized the
SS-Anenerbe were carted off to concentration camps where they faced certain death. This
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book tells the true history of the real life villains behind the Indiana Jones movies. Sometimes
truth really is stranger than fiction!
"Booklist": pages 653-658.

For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of
technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's
largest global IT media network.
Posie Graeme-Evans' new novel plunges the reader into a past that never dies
and a love that reaches out across a thousand years, as a young archaeologist
unearths ancient secrets and Viking treasure on a remote Scottish island. Freya
Dane has inherited Findnar, a small island off the east coast of Scotland from her
long-estranged father. Michael Dane - like Freya, an archaeologist - has left her
research notes and artifacts from the island's Viking and Christian past. But what
he found is only the beginning of a story that began in 800 AD. It is then that
Signy, a Pictish girl from the nearby mainland, narrowly escapes dying along with
the rest of her family in a Viking raid. Taken in by the survivors from the new
Christian monastery on Findnar, she learns their language and their ways - even
the mysteries of writing. But before she can take her vows as a nun, she falls in
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love with Magni. Like Signy, he is a survivor of the raid, but unlike her, he is a
proud follower of the Viking way. Forced to choose between her native religion,
her adopted faith and the man she loves, Signy's life is set on a tragic course . . .
As the island's terrifying past is revealed, it seems that Findnar may be as
dangerous now in the twenty-first century as it was twelve hundred years ago.
Identifies specific print and broadcast sources of news and advertising for trade,
business, labor, and professionals. Arrangement is geographic with a thumbnail
description of each local market. Indexes are classified (by format and subject
matter) and alphabetical (by name and keyword).
Saturnine and quick-tempered, the formidable North Sea is often overlooked –
even by those living within a stone's throw of its steel-grey waters. But as
playground, theatre of war and cultural crossing-point, it has shaped the world in
myriad ways, forged villains and heroes, and determined the fates of nations. It's
not all grim, though: the seaside holiday was born on North Sea beaches, and
artists, poets and writers have been as equally inspired by glinting sun on the
wave-tops as they have the drama of a winter storm. With a wry eye and a warm
coat, Tom Blass travels the edges of the North Sea meeting fishermen, artists,
bomb disposal experts, burgermeisters – and those who have found themselves
flung to the sea's perimeters quite by chance. In doing so he attempts to piece
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together its manifold histories and to reveal truths, half-truths and fictions
otherwise submerged...
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